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new york: june 13, 2018 -- the health it academy today released a
new certification requirement under the onc public health and clinical
health it certification program that will go into effect october 1, 2018,
for the health it developer certification. the certification will apply to
the certification of all health it modules that will be submitted to the

onc for certification to the 2017 edition of the standards and
certification bodies (s&c) application and to the 2015 edition of the

standards for vital health it (svap). the mandatory change to the
certification requirements will be applied retroactively, meaning that

all current health it modules certified to the 2015 edition and all
existing health it modules certified to the 2017 edition will become

certified to the updated onc certification requirements by the end of
2018. the onc-acb is responsible for establishing certification

standards that are based on the industry standards as well as drafting
specific certification requirements. this certification will also be
applicable for the certification of health it modules for national

adoption. for the first time, health it developers will now be required
to indicate the most recent version of the standards and certification
bodies (s&c) application (e.g., the 2017 edition or the 2015 edition) in

which the health it module is certified for the purposes of having
access to learning and certification materials developed by the onc.
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this update to the certification requirements will apply to all health it
modules certified to the 2017 edition of the onc-acb standards

application, to all health it modules certified to the 2015 edition of the
onc-acb standards application, and to any health it modules that are

submitted to the onc for certification from this time forward. the
certification requirements for the certification of health it modules for

national adoption will be established by the onc-acb.
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game & tv store ratings help to identify which games are the most
popular, and which game titles are generating the most buzz. want to
explore the most popular xbox games and download them for free?
the xbox live arcade is the premier destination for xbox one games.
thousands of xbla games can be downloaded free of charge to your

xbox console. and if you're shopping for other great xbox one games,
amazon offers a great collection of xbox one games at great prices.
seinfeld ran from 1989-1998, and its final season, a part that was

always advertised on some the station's promotions, aired on october
15, 1998. now, it looks like that part will be released as a bonus

feature for the upcoming blu-ray/dvd box set (which will be released
on november 9th, and is a mere six weeks away), streaming service

hulu plus announced today that the upcoming season will be available
to subscribers on october 15th. this will be the first time the show's
complete final season has been available since the series finale in
1998. and on october 9th, just over four months from now, you can
download the first part of a six-part series called "the 7th secret of
castle dracula" on netflix. this is the latest in a series of "haunting,
intimate and psychologically harrowing stories" (as described by

netflix) that are set in the carpathian mountains, a region between
romania and ukraine. the worst part was not that they were taken to

gitmo, but that there were no decent books at gitmo. apart from
books by goya, dante, stendhal, and others, the only books the

inmates could get their hands on were these military dog-eared pulp
editions of mysteries and thrillers, by authors like ruth rendell, john
gardner, and 'ilayne hamilton. a decent reading list would include a

great american novel by jack kerouac, a ph.d. thesis by malcolm x, a
book on linguistics by noam chomsky, but we were very lucky to have

a few books that were actually worth reading. 5ec8ef588b
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